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DPPA NEWSLETTER
Hello, DPPA members!
As our DPPA family grows, we are now 223 members strong (23 new members
since January 1st.). The need to communicate about all the events and
happenings that go on throughout the year becomes even more important. We
are a VERY active guild and new members need to know they have access to all
these events, but where to find out about them can be a little daunting. So we are
trying a new approach to communicate with all the members of the DPPA…by
just communicating with you. We know that this is a groundbreaking approach,
and probably will require a course at Texas School next year to completely
understand it, but we have to start somewhere. Seriously though, we are
attempting to become more connected to our members and have more
information available for you, whether the events are recent or ones that are
coming up. Many of our new members have questions about the various
competitions and workshops that are available to them as local PPA members.
We want to showcase news worthy events, awards and just plain fun stuff where
our members are involved.

NEW MEMBERS
Let's give a "Shout Out" to our new members this year. Each month our family
grows even more and we couldn't be happier. At the next monthly meeting take a
moment to welcome these folks to the "family". Remember, we were all "first
timers" at one point.
Read more...

Little Red Schoolhouse of...ROCK!

Little Red Schoolhouse is the annual 3-day event hosted by the DPPA. This
year’s event is all about Rock ‘n Roll and will be held August 7 – August 9 at
Choctaw Casino, Durant, OK. It’s just across our northern border and the good
news is there is no border patrol to contend with (leave your passport at home).
The 3-day event will include 5 instructors, Mike Carrado, Joe Glyda, Gabriel
Alonso, Larry Lourcey, Richard Strudevant
Along with all these incredible instructors, attendees will have access the band,
Highway 31, throughout the 3 days, with the culmination of a concert on the last
day.
Registration is open. This one is big, REALLY BIG…..the countdown begins!!

Sign Up Now!!

Re-cap of 2015, so far.....

On and “Off The Record” – With Larry Lourcey
It has been said that, “imitation is the sincerest form of flattery”, but in the case of
Dallas PPA’s own Larry Lourcey, M. Photog., CPP, the phrase should be more
like, imitation is “an incredible learning process..”. Lourcey’s “Off The Record”
project started out in January 2014 as a single image of his friend, .
Read more...

SWPPA
Southwest PPA is of the 5 regional arms the PPA and is comprised of 6 states;
Arkansas PPA, Colorado PPA, Louisiana PPA, New Mexico PPA, Oklahoma
PPA, and Texas PPA. If you are a member of the TPPA you are automatically a
member of the SWPPA. The regional convention is held every even numbered
year somewhere in the region and the Texas PPA convention is held on odd
numbered years.
Read more...

TPPA
DPPA is your local guild. The Texas Professional Photographers Association is
the largest state affiliate of the national PPA. Two big events are held every year.
Read more...

CPP
The CPP, or Certified Professional Photographer program from PPA is a way of a
acknowledging to the world that as a photographer, you, have gone the extra mile
to learn your craft.
Read more...

WPPI
Started in 1978, Wedding & Portrait Photographer International, WPPI, is another
trade association for wedding and portrait photographers, and also filmakers.
Many of our DPPA members carry dual citizenship in PPA and WPPI.
Read more...

MAY PRINT COMPETITION WINNERS
Portrait Category
1st. Place - "In rememberence" - Brooke Kasper
2nd. Place - "The Siren" - Phaneendra Gudapati
Illustrative Category
1st. Place - "Tail lights are all you see" - Ian Miller
2nd. Place - "The Branch" - Debra Klawetter
Scenic Category
1st. Place - "Aspiring" - Scott Wilkes
2nd. Place - "Breaking News-The Birth of a Flower" - Lucy Huffstetter
Wedding Category
1st. Place - "Mesmerized" - Yosef Yetimgeta
2nd. Place - "Her Mothers blusher" - Luke Edmonson
Wedding Album Category
1st. Place - "A Dream Come true" - Hoang Vu
Top Score Trophy
Ian Miller
A full list of winners can be found on at Dallas PPA Print Competition

Checkout these DPPA folks in these magazines.
Paul Ernest - February PPA Magazine
Penny Clark - SWPPA Magazine
Bree Adams - May PPA Magazine-Cover
Don Chamblee - McKinney Magazine-Cover and Spreads

Life Time Award
This year we've awarded the DPPA Life Time
Award to Gail Nogle.
To learn more about Gail check out her website.

World Class Day Long Workshops
One of the big advantages of being a member of DPPA is being able to enjoy
some of the outstanding connections that our leaders have in their vast networks
with National & International award winning photographers. Because of this we
are privileged to host these luminaries, at not only our monthly DPPA meeting,
but sometimes they will present a day long workshop. So far this year we have
been blessed to have 3 such luminaries:
January 20 - Susan Michal - Susan, is not only the current president of the PPA
but also an award winning dance photographer. She presented a workshop on
how to light and pose dancers.
February 17 - Alicia Adamopoulos - an award winning Master of Photography with
the Australian Institute of Professional Photography (AIPP), presented a
workshop on conceptual portraiture. In a one day workshop Alicia took the class
from a raw concept to a finished image, and provided many of secrets to help the
class move in a more creative way.
March 10 - Rocco & Ryan - Grand Master Photographer & Retoucher Rocco
Ancora & the legendary multi award winning Ryan Schembri, both from Australia,
(are you starting to figure out that we like the Aussie's) presented a day long
workshop on how these two create their award winning images.

Rocco & Ryan

Alicia Adamopoulos

Susan Michal

Super 1 Day Classes
David J. Stana and Bill Vahrenkamp - Location Printing & Photo Booths
Margaret Bryant - Copyright
Dan Ferguson - Making Better Images
Bree Admas - Modern Maternity
Phaneendra Gud - Gud Photoshop editing
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